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Pre-JWST (HST, Spitzer, AKARI) imaging surveys 



JWST in 10000s 

JWST imaging surveys with NIRCam+MIRI 



JWST imaging surveys with NIRCam+MIRI 

MIRI 
GTO 



JWST imaging surveys with NIRCam+MIRI 



JWST imaging surveys with NIRCam+MIRI 

CEERS 



CEERS Co-I’s 

Co-Investigators, together with the PI (and any Co-PIs) 
comprise a core team with the responsibility of 
developing and delivering science-enabling products as 
described in the proposal, as well as carrying out selected 
key aspects of the science investigations.  

PI 



CEERS Science collaborators 

Science Collaborators contribute to the formulation of 
the proposed observations and articulation of the full 
range of science applications enabled and may participate 
in core team activities, but do not have formal obligations 
to contribute to the development and delivery of science-
enabling products.  



CEERS observational strategy (original) 



CEERS observational strategy (Nov 2017) 



CEERS observational strategy: field alternatives 



CEERS observational strategy 



CEERS science: very high-z candidates (NIRCam) 



z~6 

z=8.91 

CEERS science: spectroscopy @ high-z (NIRSpec)  



CEERS science:  



CEERS science:  



CEERS science: rest-frame optical morphology z<9   



CEERS science: resolved (U)LIRGs at z<2  



CEERS analysis plan  



CEERS executive summary 



CEERS in Spain 



2) Rest-frame near-IR fluxes for 5<z<8 sources 



APT file 
♦  Download APT file: Retrieve from STScI, program 1345 (ERS, GTO) 
♦  Check basic info: Proposal information 

64.10 hours allocation, version (edit number), abstract 

♦  Check targets 
8 fixed targets, 1 auto target (generated by MSA) ), visit planner 

♦  Check observations 
♦  MIRI+NIRCam: 4 observations (pointings) 

§  MIRI1 & MIRI3:  
only one slew charged, data volume is small, 65-70% efficience, DEEP8 

•  MIRI: F560W (3 ks), F770W (9 and 6 ks), 3 pt dither 
•  NIRCam: SH-F115W (3 and 6 ks), F150W (3 ks), F200W (3 ks) 

                LO-F277W (3 ks), F356W (3 ks), F410M (3 ks, only MIRI1), F444W (3 ks) 
§  MIRI2 & MIRI4: 

•  MIRI: 1.7 ks in F770W (1 ptng), F1000W (2 ptng), F1280 (2 ptng), F1500W (2 ptng), 
F1800W (2 ptng); 3 ks (MIRI4) and 4.7 (MIRI2) ks in F2100W. 
•  NIRCam: SH-F115W (3 and 5.8 ks), F150W (3 ks), F200W (3 ks) 

                LO-F277W (3 ks), F356W (3 ks, MIRI2), F410M (3 ks, MIRI2), F444W (3 ks) 



APT file 
♦  Download APT file: Retrieve from StScI, program 1345 
♦  Check basic info: Proposal information 

64.10 hours allocation, version (edit number), abstract 

♦  Check targets 
8 fixed targets, 1 auto target (generated by MSA) ), visit planner 

♦  Check observations 
♦  MIRI+NIRCam: 4 observations (pointings) 
♦  NIRCam grism: 4 observations (pointings) 

§  NIRCam[3456] Grism:  
only one slew charged, data volume is very small, 35-40% efficience, 3 visits, 

4 subpixel position, both grism (C&R) 
•  F356W grism (2x1.2 ks) and F115W direct image (2x1 ks) 

 



APT file 
♦  Download APT file: Retrieve from StScI, program 1345 
♦  Check basic info: Proposal information 

64.10 hours allocation, version (edit number), abstract 

♦  Check targets 
8 fixed targets, 1 auto target (generated by MSA), visit planner 

♦  Check observations 
♦  MIRI+NIRCam: 4 observations (pointings) 
♦  NIRCam grism: 4 observations (pointings) 
♦  NIRSpec+NIRCam: 1 observation (6 pointings) 

§  Merged:  

No slew charged!!!, data volume is moderate, 60-65% efficience, 6 visits, check comments 
•  NIRCam: SH-F115W (6 ks), F150W (3 ks), F200W (3 ks) 

                LO-F277W (3 ks), F356W (3 ks), F410M (3 ks, 4 ptng), F444W (3 ks) 
•  NIRSpec: prism/clear, G140M/F100LP, G235M/F170LP, G395M/F290LP, 

5354 sources in primary list, 36219 targets in filler list 

 



Targets for MSA 



Targets for MSA 



Targets for MSA 

http://rainbowx.fis.ucm.es/Rainbow_navigator_public/ 





JWST synthetic magnitudes in Rainbow database  



Checking numbers with the ETC 

♦  NIRCam imaging: 
PSF: https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/display/JTI/NIRCam+Point+Spread+Functions 

§  F115W: (5x1x3)x2 (2886x2 s) 

29.15 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.040” PSF FWHM, 
0.080” aperture radius, 0.7”-0.9” sky 

§  F150W: 5x1x3 (2886 s) 
28.90 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.050” PSF FWHM, 

0.100” aperture radius, 0.7”-0.9” sky 
§  F444W: 5x1x3 (2886 s) or (3x1x3)x2 (3156 s) 

28.60 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.145” PSF FWHM, 
0.145” aperture radius (+aperture correction), 1.2”-1.5” sky 

§  F410M (3x1x3)x2 (3156 s) 
28.40 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.137” PSF FWHM, 

0.137” aperture radius, 1.2”-1.5” sky 

♦  NIRCam grism: 2x1x8 (2490 s)  
8e-18 CGS line with different widths, point source,  

0.15” aperture half height, 0.5”-0.8” sky, C vs R grisms! 



Checking numbers with the ETC 

♦  MIRI: 
https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/display/JTI/MIRI+Imaging 

§  F560W: 360x1x3 (2997 s) 

26.2 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.22” PSF FWHM, 
0.22” aperture radius, 1.5”-1.8” sky 

§  F770W: 360x1x9 (8991 s) 
26.2 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.25” PSF FWHM, 

0.25” aperture radius, 1.5”-1.8” sky 
§  F1000W: 100x2x3 (1665 s) 

24.8 mag (flat continuum), point source, 0.32” PSF FWHM, 
0.32” aperture radius, 1.5”-1.8” sky 

§  F2100W: 36x10x3 (2997 s) 
21.8 mag, 7 µJy (flat continuum), point source, 0.67” PSF FWHM, 

0.67” aperture radius, 2.0”-2.5” sky 



Checking numbers with the ETC 

♦  NIRSpec 
§ G140M/F100LP 13x1x3 (2889 s) 

26.5 mag (flat continuum)+ 2-3x10-18 CGS line 
§ G235M/F170LP: 13x1x3 (2889 s) 

26.5 mag (flat continuum)+ 2-3x10-18 CGS line 
§ G395M/F290LP: 13x1x3 (2889 s) 

26.5 mag (flat continuum)+ 2-3x10-18 CGS line 
§  Prism/clear: 13x1x3 (2889 s) 

26.5 mag (flat continuum)+ 2-3x10-18 CGS line 


